
500 WORD PAPER 
So that's this this is a really really fantastic fantastic example of how to evaluate both sides of 
the issue and the writer is also very very fair to to both sides which is what you want to do so 
even if the side that you don't agree with it okay when you're right about that side make sure 
that you respect that side and you say you know what there are both there were both you know 
strengths in weaknesses in both articles here right so there are strengths and this person's 
passage even though it's not best supported by the evidence okay so one thing and this person 
got a perfect score here so there's not much to criticize but I wouldn't say in either position could 
be correct right so in the last sentence they say although both parties may very well have the 
best interests of the districts in mind and either position could be correct it's clear that the letter 
provides a better supported argument you don't necessarily need to say either position could be 
correct I mean in this case it didn't hurt the person right so there's not much to say to pick a part 
of a perfect score there's a person got a perfect score but it's simply not necessary to say in 
either position could be correct cuz the whole point of this is to pick a position and argue why it's 
correct so you don't need to say that you want to acknowledge the strengths of both sides sure 
but don't worry too much about don't worry about saying either position could be correct 
because your whole point here is to make the argument that the position you've picked is the 
best so so that's just a minor thing but just to keep just keep that in mind here so also evidence 
from the text the use of evidence from the text was very strong here and there were no major 
grammar rules or punctuation errors here every sentence ended with a with a proper 
punctuation like a period or something like that or a question mark but the main thing is to stick 
to periods right so as you see throughout this I think most of the sentences here end in period 
so there's not much of a reason to use an exclamation mark or a question mark all right you can 
if you want to or if you think it fits but usually just stick to a period at the end of each sentence 
and then after that period just capitalize the first letter of the next word all right so if you just do 
that for the most part your punctuation will be good and grammar rules here we're also followed 
very well okay and so this was just a solid example of of how to do a 500 word paper here so 
now what I want you to do is think you know what's one thing what's the top thing top lesson that 
you've learned here in this example here in post down in the comments below that's gonna help 
you because it's gonna cement that in your head and you'll remember it longer but it's also 
going to help people who are watching this because they'll see that and I'll learn from that and 
hopefully you can benefit others as well and our GED test prep champions community here 
we've got going 
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